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skilful. The groups of trees and shrubs are of the greatest
beauty and nature almost daily waters the verdant lawns with
warm showers of rain. Everywhere one perceives a largeness of
vision, a splendid imagination lavishly materialized. The wide
double avenues are shaded by their trees and even in the heat of
the day one can walk in comfort. These vast open spaces of
Manila are an asset of inestimable value.
I had never been in America nor in any country under
American administration and Manila was a revelation, I was
greatly struck not only by the efficiency with which the task
had been accomplished in a tropical climate, at a great distance,
and amongst a people whose traditions originated and were
nurtured under the conservative regime of Spanish domination,
but also by the evident signs of the enthusiasm and energy with
which the Americans have undertaken and accomplished their
task. Nothing but unceasing care, great technical ability,
generosity and good taste could have accomplished what they
have done and created the Manila of to-day. The Spaniards left
behind them a gem to work around in the old walled town and the
setting that the Americans have given it is worthy of the highest
commendation.
Near the sea's edge, where in a detached harbour the men-of-
war's launches come and go almost unceasingly, surrounded by
beautifully planted gardens that open on to a great park, stands
the Manila Hotel   I am not a lover of hotels and as a rule the
bigger and more pretentious they are the less I like them, with
their stupid conventions and their absurd pretensions.   But to the
Manila Hotel I can give nothing but praise.   It seems to me to
be the model of what an hotel in such a climate should be—large,
airy, beautifully situated and excellently run.    The service, the
catering, the lighting and the music are all discreet.   There is an
entire absence of the pretentious vulgarity that stamps many
hotels in the Far East.   There is no noise and no hurry.   The
traveller dines under a wide oval colonnade opening on to the
gardens—for walls are unnecessary in this climate. This colonnade
surrounds a vast dancing floor.   The small tables are well spaced
and decorated with a constant change of tastefully arranged
flowers.   The food is good, adequate and served by proficient and
attentive Filipino waiters.   The menus are not charged with long
lists of unsuitable dishes nor is your food brought you, as it is so
often in the East, in the form of piles of meat and pyramids of
vegetables, or fish smeared in sticky sauce, whose heads and

